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ABSTRACT Features for speech emotion recognition are usually dominated by the spectral magnitude information while they ignore the use of the phase spectrum because of the difficulty of properly interpreting it.
Motivated by recent successes of phase-based features for speech processing, this paper investigates the
effectiveness of phase information for whispered speech emotion recognition. We select two types of phasebased features (i. e., modified group delay features and all-pole group delay features), both which have shown
wide applicability to all sorts of different speech analysis and are now studied in whispered speech emotion
recognition. When exploiting these features, we propose a new speech emotion recognition framework,
employing outer product in combination with power and L2 normalization. The according technique encodes
any variable length sequence of the phase-based features into a fixed dimension vector regardless of the
length of the input sequence. The resulting representation is fed to train a classification model with a linear
kernel classifier. Experimental results on the Geneva Whispered Emotion Corpus database, including normal
and whispered phonation, demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method when compared with other
modern systems. It is also shown that, combining phase information with magnitude information could
significantly improve performance over the common systems solely adopting magnitude information.
INDEX TERMS Phase-based features, whispered speech emotion recognition, outer product.
I. INTRODUCTION

Speech emotion recognition is devoted to increase the
user-friendliness and provide a more natural interaction
experience for human-computer interaction and computermediated human communication [1]–[5]. A large number of
efforts have been made to predict accurate emotional states
from ‘normal’ speech [6]–[10]. Besides normal speech, in
fact, whispered speech that is produced by speaking with high
breathiness and no periodic excitation is another common
speech mode. In our daily life, whispered speech appears
when we want to intentionally confine the hearing of speech
to listeners who are nearby. For example, people often
whisper to the user interface of a smartphone to send privacy
VOLUME 4, 2016

information in terms of credit card information and date of
birth, etc. In addition, communication by whispered speech
is of vital importance for patients with disabilities who are
affected by disease of the vocal system such as functional
aphonia [11] or laryngeal disorders [12]. In spite of the important role of whispered speech, in the community, there have
been only a handful of efforts at whispered speech emotion
recognition by now [13], [14]. Hence, this present work sheds
light on whispered speech emotion recognition particularly in
terms of using phase-based features.
To exploit the short-term stationary properties of
natural sounds, speech processing fundamentally depends
on the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT), which is
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used to determine the magnitude and phase content of a
speech signal. Normally, the magnitude content is retained to
derive acoustic features needed for speech emotion recognition [3], [15]–[17]. For example, the most frequently
used acoustic features Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), which have been constantly proven useful
in speech emotion recognition and speech recognition, are
derived by applying a nonlinear mel-scale filter bank on
the power spectrum. Further, [18] and [19] suggested that
the lower order MFCCs are more relevant to affect and
paralinguistic speech tasks. Accordingly, [19] presented a
minimalistic set of voice parameters for affective computing
by leveraging the first four MFCCs, resulting in a promising
performance on a wide range of affective computing tasks.
Depending on three types of MFCC features, an ‘EmoNet’
integrating with deep learning approaches was the winning
submission in the emotion recognition in the wild challenge
2013 [7], [20].
In contrast to the widely accepted magnitude spectrum, the role of the phase spectrum of the signal has
been largely ignored because of the difficulties in phase
wrapping [21], [22]. On the one hand, early studies suggested the unwarranted use of phase processing for speech
processing [23]–[25]. On the other hand, a variety of recent
studies have reported the importance of the phase information
for different audio processing applications, including speech
recognition [26], [27], speech enhancement [28], [29], and
speaker recognition [30], [31].
Recently, phase-based representation processing is a growing trend in the speech enhancement community [28], [29].
In human listening tests, [32] found that the phase spectrum
can contribute to the speech intelligibility as much as the
magnitude spectrum. Reference [33] systematically investigated whether speech enhancement approaches can benefit from modifying the phase spectrum in terms of speech
quality. The results showed that significant improvements
of speech quality are possible especially when the clean
phase spectrum is known. And some improvements were
obtained when only the noise phase spectrum was available
for processing. Besides, several studies demonstrated that
using an independently estimated phase results in improvement in the perceived quality [28], [34], [35]. Instead of
estimating the magnitude and phase spectrum separately, [36]
proposed a Wiener filtering method for speech enhancement
to jointly estimate the phase and magnitude spectrum, yielding an improvement over the traditional Wiener filtering
method.
Phase spectrum also is attracting increasing interest in
the speaker recognition and verification domain [30], [31],
[37]–[40]. Reference [41] analytically demonstrated that
group delay based features, which are derived from the phase
spectrum [42], [43], are robust to additive noise. The experimental result showed that, the group delay based features
obtain lower error rates when compared to the traditional
MFCC featuers for a speaker verification task on the NIST
2003 database. Further, phase spectrum can be considered
4300

as complementary information to augment magnitude
spectrum (e. g., MFCCs) and then result in obvious improvement against the common systems solely adopting the magnitude spectrum [37], [39]. In the first automatic speaker
verification spoofing and countermeasures challenge 2015,
the phase-based feature representations were a highly popular
choice in the feature extraction [38], [39], [44].
These aforementioned examples suggest that, incorporating the phase information can extend the horizon for
audio and speech signal processing beyond the current limit
of phase-independent solutions employed for long time by
speech scientists. However, in the domain of speech emotion
recognition, there exists very little research with respect to
phase-based features. Recently, [45] investigated the phase
distortion for emotional valence recognition, defined as the
derivative of the relative phase shift. More recently, we have
preliminarily demonstrated the usefulness of phase-based
features for whispered speech emotion recognition in [46].
Such work made use of the modified group delay feature in
conjunction with a Fisher kernel and a linear kernel Support
Vector Machine (SVM) for improved speech emotion
recognition.
In this work, we extend our previous work in [46] and
continue to look into the phase-based features for whispered
speech emotion recognition. In addition to the modified group
delay feature, another phase-based feature derived by the
group delay function of all-pole models is investigated, which
was proposed for speaker recognition in [40]. To the best of
our knowledge, the group delay function of all-pole models
has not been applied for speech emotion recognition by now.
Besides, we propose a novel SVM-based speech emotion
recognition framework that enjoys the benefit of SVMs and
manipulates variable length sequences of segmental features
in a very efficient way. To this end, we use the simple, yet
efficient outer product technique to map the varied length
series of the segmental phase-based feature vectors into a
fixed length feature vector, which meets the requirements
of the input form of SVMs. The great advantage of the
outer product over other so-called length normalisation or
bag-of-words techniques, such as the Fisher kernel encoding
is that it completes the mapping by just the tensor product, instead of by the involvement of any generative models (e. g., Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) in the Fisher
kernel encoding). Lastly, we adopt a linear kernel SVM to
train the emotion recognition model with the resulting outer
product vectors. Analogous to the work in [46], the proposed work is evaluated on the Geneva Whispered Emotion
Corpus (GeWEC) under various mismatched speech mode
conditions.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II
first introduces the proposed methods, including two selected
phase-based features, the outer product of the trajectory
matrix, and normalisation. Next, Section III presents the
experimental results on the GeWEC database. In Section IV,
finally, we conclude this paper and point out future
work.
VOLUME 4, 2016
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FIGURE 1. Block scheme of the proposed speech emotion recognition system, using phase-based feature extraction,
outer product, the power and L2 normalisation, and SVMs.

II. PROPOSED METHODS
A. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The proposed system, illustrated in Figure 1, generally consists of four major modules, including a phase-based feature
extraction module, an outer product module, a normalisation
module, and a linear kernel SVM module. Specifically, this
work employs two types of phase-based features: the modified group delay feature [43] and the group delay function of
all-pole models [40]. To ease the way to build an efficient
emotion recogniser, SVMs, which have been found very
powerful in a wide range of applications, are chosen as the
back-end model. In order to deploy SVMs for classifying the
emotion label, the extracted feature sequences of the input
utterances, which are usually of variable length, need to be
mapped to vectors of fixed-length. This is accomplished by
using the outer product in this work. Besides, the power and
L2 normalisation are considered to correct the values of the
resulting outer product vector to an appropriate range for the
SVM modelling.
B. PHASE-BASED FEATURES

The Fourier transform of a discrete time digital signal x(n)
can be computed in the polar form as
X (ω) = |X (ω)|ejφ(ω) ,

(1)

where |X (ω)| and φ(ω) are the magnitude and phase
spectrum.
The common spectral features for speech processing only
make use of the magnitude spectrum whereas often rejecting
the use of the phase spectrum. Extracting useful features
from the phase spectrum is a challenging task because of
wrapping of the phase spectrum and its dependency on the
window position [47], [48]. In the community, however, a
large body of previous studies have shown that extracting
the phase information of a signal is applicable and systems
using the extracted phase information deliver promising performance. Among them, the Modified Group Delay feature
VOLUME 4, 2016

(referred to as MGD) and the All-Pole Group Delay feature
(referred to as APGD) are widely used for speech recognition [27], [49], speaker recognition [31], [40], [43], [50],
speaker verification [39], and environmental sound events
detection [48]. Inspired by the big success of them, we
explore these two phase-based features to build up a speech
emotion recognition system in this work.
1) MODIFIED GROUP DELAY FEATURE

The group delay function is derived as the negative derivative
of the Fourier phase spectrum and can be explicitly written as
follows [42], [43], [46]
d(φ(ω))
dω
XR (ω)YR (ω) + XI (ω)YI (ω)
,
=
|X (ω)|2

τg (ω) = −

(2)

where the angular frequency ω is limited in [0, 2π ], |X (ω)|
is the magnitude of the Fourier transform of x(n), Y (ω) is the
Fourier transform of the signal y = nx(n), and the subscripts
R and I indicate real and imaginary parts, respectively.
It has been observed that, the features derived by the group
delay function are discriminative and additive for recognition [51]. But the function often leads to an erroneous representation of a given speech signal. The term |X (ω)| in the
denominator of the group delay function in Section II-B.1
goes towards zeros, especially, when the zeros of the system transfer function are very close to the unit circle in the
z-plane [26], [27]. For this reason, the group delay function at
frequency bins near these zeros inevitably results in spurious
spikes and becomes ill-behaved although it is able to produce
a meaningful representation of a signal to a certain extent.
To overcome the spiky nature of the group delay feature, a
modification of the group delay function is proposed in [26],
which is computed as
τm (ω) =

τp (ω)
|τp (ω)|α ,
|τp (ω)|

(3)
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FIGURE 2. Modified Group Delay feature (MGD) Computation Process.

where
XR (ω)YR (ω) + XI (ω)YI (ω)
τp (ω) =
,
(4)
|S(ω)|2γ
and S(ω) is a cepstrally smoothed form of |X (ω)|. The two
tuning parameters γ and α control the range dynamics of
the MGD spectrum. Note that, P(ω) = XR (ω)YR (ω) +
XI (ω)YI (ω), called the product spectra, includes information from both the magnitude and phase spectrum [52].
In practice, the cepstrally smoothed form |S(ω)| is commonly
derived as follows [53]:
1) Take the log-magnitude Fourier spectra of X (ω) and
smooth the log spectra by applying the fifth order of
the median filter.
2) Take the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) of the log
spectra and retain the first 30 coefficients.
3) Take the inverse DCT of the cepstral coefficients to
result in the smoothed spectra |S(ω)|.
Figure 2 shows the complete computation process of
the MGD-based feature extraction. In a manner similar
to the computation of MFCCs, the speech signal is first
being pre-emphasised and then framed by a Hamming
window. Afterwards, the MGD features are computed by
Section II-B.1. Finally, the DCT is applied on the MGD
features so as to perform a decorrelation. In general, the first
coefficient obtained by the DCT is excluded to avoid the
effects of the average value.
2) GROUP DELAY FUNCTION OF ALL-POLE MODELS

Recently, [40] presented a new phase representation for
speaker recognition in a form of the group delay function of
all-pole models. The APGD is capable of interpreting properly the phase information and it avoids extensive parameter
adjustment in comparison with the MGD feature. This feature
has been successfully used in formant extraction [54], speaker
recognition [40], musical instrument recognition [55], and
environmental sound event recognition [55].
Unlike the MGD feature computing the group delay function directly from the signal, the APGD feature is rooted
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in group delay functions of parametric all-pole models of
speech signals. Linear prediction analysis approximates the
short-term power spectrum by means of all-pole models [56].
From that point, linear prediction is formulated as
H (ω) =

1−

G
,
−jωk
k=1 a(k)e

Pp

(5)

where a(k) are the prediction coefficients, G is the signal dependent gain, and p is called the prediction order.
We calculate coefficients a(k) by minimising the least square
errors between the power spectrum of H (ω) and the speech
power spectrum |X (ω)|2 . Here, the gain G is simply set to 1
for normalisation purpose.
Based on the delay function Section II-B.1, then, the
all-pole group delay function is defined as the phase response
of this filter formed by H (ω). The overall computation process of APGD is presented in Figure 3, which also ends up
performing the DCT for a decorrelation.
C. OUTER PRODUCT OF TRAJECTORY MATRIX

A robust speech emotion recognition should be capable of
recognising emotions from different utterances with varying lengths. In feature extraction, short-time analysis of an
utterance leads to a sequence of segmental feature vectors.
The length of the sequence may vary due to the different
length of given utterances. Hence, care must be taken to process sequences of variable length in recognition modelling.
A popular method is to directly train dynamical models,
such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [57], [58], on
segmental features (e. g., MFCCs). Another widely used
method is to project segmental feature vectors onto a fixedlength vector by applying various functionals (e. g., max and
min functionals) over time before modelling. The resulting features are known as supra-segmental features [16].
Then, powerful static models, such as SVMs and k-Nearest
Neighbours (k-NN), are used to analyse emotions in speech.
In contrast to segmental features based methods, these
methods simplify the process of building the speech
VOLUME 4, 2016
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FIGURE 3. All-Pole Group Delay feature (APGD) computation process.

emotion recognition system and constantly save computation cost and test time, especially when the input speech is
long.
Following the line of supra-segmental based features
approaches, this present work investigates SVM-based emotion recognition models by leveraging the outer product of the
trajectory matrix, which is a simple, but efficient sequence
length normalisation technique. Such a sequence length normalisation method obtains a fixed-length vector, which is
independent of the length of the input utterance, and produces
also salient feature representation necessary for speech emotion recognition. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first
time to adopt the outer product based length normalisation
method for speech emotion recognition.
The outer product of the trajectory matrix was proposed for
acoustic modelling using SVMs by [59], where a sequence is
viewed as a trajectory in segmental-feature space. Since then,
the outer product method was also used for acoustic event
classification [60] and emergency state detection [61]. More
recently, [62] extended the outer product idea to improve
acoustic separability in feature extraction for deep neural networks based speech recognition. Instead of using the standard
filter-bank feature, such work projected the filter-bank outputs onto a tensor product space using decorrelation followed
by a bilinear map.
The trajectory matrix of an utterance is defined as the
sequence of the T feature vectors with dimension d, which
is mathematically written as
X = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xT ] ∈ R

d×T

.

(6)

The outer product feature vector of the trajectory matrix is
then defined as


1
x̂ = vectril
XXt ∈ RD ,
(7)
T
where D = d×(d+1)
, and the vectorised function vectril (·)
2
concatenates all the elements in the lower triangular part
of the symmetric matrix XXt , resulting in a vector with
dimension D. To alleviate the effect of the length T , this
work further normalises the outer product value by the length.
It is obvious that, the outer product generates a fixed dimension vector regardless of the length of the sequence in the
input. Using such a vector as features enables us to exploit
an SVM for classification.
VOLUME 4, 2016

The outer product feature vector represents the secondorder correlation information of the spectral features. This is,
because Section II-C can also be written as
!


T
X
t
tril 1
t
tril 1
XX = vec
xi xi ,
(8)
x̂ = vec
T
T
i=1

which represents that, the outer product vector x̂ can be
considered as the average of the product of all possible pairs
of column vectors of a given matrix X.
Figures 4 and 5 visualise examples of the MGD and APGD
features and their outer product vectors for the whispered
pseudoword belam from the GeWEC corpus expressed in
anger, fear, happiness, and neutral voice. Based on the two
figures, it can be observed that, the emotion patterns are
clearly visible on the MGD and APGD features. Besides,
it seems that the resulting outer product vectors are easier
to distinguish than the original MGD and APGD features.
To further verify this findings, we conduct a similarity analysis to investigate the effectiveness of the outer product vector
of phase-based spectral features for the four chosen utterances. Cosine distance is used as a similarity measure to indicate emotion separability of the standard MGD features and
their outer product vectors. A large cosine distance reflects
high dissimilarity between two vectors. Figure 6 shows the
cosine distances among the four chosen utterances. The figure
indicates that outer product vectors can improve the emotion
separability of MGD features.
D. NORMALISATION

In preliminary experiments, we observed that outer product
vectors of spectral features are sparse, which delivers a poor
performance. Inspired by the fisher kernel framework for
large-scale image classification [63] in which normalisation
methods are used to process fisher vectors, this work applies
both power normalisation and L2 normalisation to outer product vectors in hope that the processed outer product vectors contain more expressive information needed for emotion
recognition.
Power normalisation is an element-wise function,
defined as
f (x) = sign(x)|x|β ,
(9)
where 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 is a predefined parameter of the normalisation. Based on previous work (e. g., [63]), here, β is set to 0.5,
and this transformation is known as ‘signed square-rooting’.
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FIGURE 4. Examples of the MGD features and their outer product vectors for the whispered pseudoword ‘‘belam’’ expressed in four emotions: anger, fear,
happiness, and neutral, taken from the GeWEC corpus. Best viewed in colour. (a) Anger. (b) Fear. (c) Happiness. (d) Neutral.

FIGURE 5. Examples of the APGD features and their outer product vectors for the whispered pseudoword ‘‘belam’’ expressed in four emotions: anger, fear,
happiness, and neutral, taken from the GeWEC corpus. Best viewed in colour. (a) Anger. (b) Fear. (c) Happiness. (d) Neutral.

Besides, L2 normalisation is also investigated to reduce
the dependence on the amounts of individual speaker information and improve the performance as long as classifiers
(e. g., SVMs) involve dot-products. Given a feature vector
x ∈ Rd , the L2 normalisation is written as
x
.
(10)
l 2 (x) = qP
d
2
x
i=1 i

Figure 7 shows the effect of the combination of power normalisation and L2 normalisation on the distribution of the
first dimension of the outer product vector of APGD. As can
be seen from Figure 7, the normalisation combination can
unsparsify outer product features.

When using both the power and L2 normalisation, we
apply the power normalisation ahead of the L2 normalisation.

We
employ
the
Geneva
Whispered
Emotion
Corpus (GeWEC) to evaluate the effectiveness of the
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III. EXPERIMENTS
A. GENEVA WHISPERED EMOTION CORPUS
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recruited to speak eight predefined French pseudo-words
(e. g., ‘‘belam’’ and ‘‘molen’’) with a given emotional state in
both normal and whispered speech modes as in the GEMEPcorpus that was used in the Interspeech 2013 Computational
Paralinguistics Challenge [64]. Speech was expressed in
four emotional states: angry, fear, happiness, and neutral.
The actors were requested to express each word in all four
emotional states five times. The utterances were labelled
based on the state they should be expressed in, i. e., one
emotion label was assigned to each utterance. As a result,
GeWEC consists of 1 280 instances in total. To keep in line
with the previous work [46], a cross-speech-mode evaluation
is considered in the experiments. That is, one speech mode of
the GeWEC data is used for training while the other speech
mode data is used for testing.
FIGURE 6. Cosine distances among examples (used in Figures 4 and 5)
for anger (A), fear (F), happiness (H), and neutral (N) with the standard
modified group delay features (MGD) and their outer product features of
the trajectory matrix. The larger the cosine distance is, the more
dissimilar the two feature vectors are.

FIGURE 7. Effect of L2 and power normalisation on the distribution of the
first dimension of the outer product vector of APGD. The histograms are
estimated from the whispered speech mode of the GeWEC. (a) Outer
Product Vector of APGD without L2 and Power Normalisation. (b) Outer
Product Vector of APGD with L2 and Power Normalisation.

proposed system. The corpus provides normal and whispered paired utterances. Two male and two female professional French-speaking actors in Geneva Switzerland were
VOLUME 4, 2016

B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

As for the feature extraction, pre-emphasis is first conducted.
Afterwards, frame windowing is performed using a Hamming
window with a frame-length of 25 ms and a frame-shift
of 10 ms. When computing the MGD features based on
Section II-B.1, we set the two tuning parameters α and γ
to 0.1 and 0.2 based on the preliminary experiments, which
ends up in 36-dimensional MGD features including delta and
acceleration coefficients. As for the APGD features, the order
of the all-pole mode p is 30, and 18 APGD coefficients are
kept. Delta and acceleration coefficients are appended to the
APGD coefficients to form 54-dimensional APGD feature
vectors. In addition to the two phase-based features, the most
frequently used magnitude-based features, 36-dimensional
MFCCs, are also extracted. As for the basic supervised
learner in the classification step, we use linear SVMs implemented in LIBLINEAR [65].
Since the proposed method is a general SVM-based
speech emotion recognition system, we choose various
related computational paralinguistics recognition systems as
the baselines depending on the open source openSMILE
toolkit [66], [67]. These chosen have served as the baselines
for Interspeech Challenges, which use supra-segmental features and choose SVMs as the classifier. In details, the suprasegemental feature sets used include Interspeech Challenges
on Emotion in 2009 [68] (referred to as IS09), Level of
Interest in 2010 [69] (referred to as IS10), Speaker States in
2011 [70] (referred to as IS11), Speaker Traits in 2012 [71]
(referred to as IS12), Emotion in 2013 [64] (referred to
as IS13), and the most recently proposed Geneva minimalistic acoustic parameter set (referred to as GeMAPS) and
the extended Geneva minimalistic acoustic parameter set
(referred to as eGeMAPS) [19].
Unweighted Average Recall (UAR) is used as a performance metric as in these challenges. Besides, statistical significance tests are conducted by computing a one-sided z-test.
C. RESULTS OF PHASE-BASED FEATURES

Following the experimental setting, we first investigate
the performance of the proposed systems using the
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TABLE 1. UAR for four-way cross-mode emotion recognition on GeWEC: When one speech mode of GeWEC (normal speech (norm.) or whispered
speech (whisp.)) is used for training, the other one is used for testing. The proposed system compares with different state-of-the-art SVM-based
emotion recognition systems using supra-segmental features. Significant results (p-value < 0.05, one-sided z-test) are given in parentheses.
Maximal UAR is highlighted in bold.

phase-based features. Table 1 presents the experimental
results on the GeWEC data. In Table 1, p-values in parentheses refer to the significance level of rejecting the null
hypothesis that the best baseline systems (e. g., eGEMAPS +
SVM) are superior to the proposed system.
As can be seen from Table 1, the proposed systems achieve
an appealing performance for the two cross-mode speech
emotion tasks. For the first one, where the model is trained
on ‘normal’ speech while tested on whispered speech, the
MGD and APGD systems reach 49.1 % UAR and 53.9 %
UAR, which both outperform the other supra-segmental features based methods statistically significantly by a large
margin. As for the second setting, the proposed methods
with the MGD and APGD features achieve 53.4 % UAR and
55.2 % UAR, which are as competitive as the other
approaches. Besides, the proposed SVM-based system using
the outer product is comparable in performance to the Fisher
vector system previously shown in [46], which has yielded
the best performance on GeWEC by now.
We further run experiments to show that the proposed
system is a general framework for speech emotion recognition, which is comparable to the magnitude-based features, MFCCs, as well. Table 1 reports the results. The
proposed system with MFCCs gives the best performance
(i. e., 59.7 % UAR) for the normal speech emotion test and
produces reliable performance (50.4 % UAR) for the whispered speech emotion test. Furthermore, when comparing
the MGD and APGD features with the MFCCs features, we
observed that, these two phase-based features are as effective
as the MFCCs features in terms of performance in speech
emotion recognition.

D. RESULTS OF COMBINING PHASE FEATURES
WITH MAGNITUDE FEATURES

Next, we investigate whether the phase-based features and
the magnitude-based features are complementary, leading to
performance improvement. To this end, the MGD features
4306

FIGURE 8. UAR for different combinations of the two phase-based
features (i. e., MGD and APGD) and the magnitude-based features
(i. e., MFCCs) in the proposed method.

and APGD features are respectively concatenated with the
MFCCs features to form a long feature vectors. Figure 8
presents the experimental results of different feature combinations in the evaluation of the two tasks. The corresponding
confusion matrices for the feature combination of APGD
and MFCCs on the GeWEC database are given in Figure 9.
According to Figure 8, it is easily observed that, when the
MGD or APGD features are combined with the MFCCs
features, each combination yields a notable increase in performance over each other in isolation for the two evaluation tasks. In addition, the combination of the MFCCs and
APGD features even performs statistically significantly better
than the MFCCs features for the whispered emotion recognition test. The combination of the MGD and APGD features
achieves modest performance improvement when compared
to the original MGD or APGD features.
These
results
echo
the
observations
found
in [37], [39], and [47] that the phase-based features can have
a complementary role in speech processing, and combining
VOLUME 4, 2016
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FIGURE 9. Confusion matrices obtained by the proposed method using
the feature combination of APGD and MFCCs in the 4-way (i. e., anger (A),
fear (F), happiness (H), and neutral (N)) cross-mode emotion recognition.
(a) Norm. (train), Whisp. (test). (b) Whisp. (train), Norm. (test).

the magnitude features with the phase-based features together
can improve the performance.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we focused on improving whispered speech
emotion recognition in a challenging whispered vs nonwhispered speech and vice-versa cross-mode setting. When
exploiting the effectiveness of two types of phased-based
features (i. e., modified group delay features and all-pole
group delay features), we presented a novel speech emotion
recognition framework with outer product and power normalisation plus L2 normalisation. Cross-speech-mode experiments on the GeWEC data were conducted, demonstrating
that the present framework is competitive with or superior
to other modern emotion recognition models. We also found
empirical evidence that the two phase-based representations
could be used to achieve comparable performance to the
common magnitude-based Mel-Frequency cepstral coefficients in speech emotion recognition. Furthermore, it was
demonstrated that, the combination of the magnitude and the
phase information could significantly improve performance
over the conventional systems purely adopting magnitude
information.
To further improve the performance, one potential direction is to use transfer learning [72] to address the difference among the cross-mode speech settings. Besides,
future work could extend the proposed work to various
computational paralinguistics tasks such as native language
recognition task between whispered and non-whispered
speech [73].
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